Voice Modulation Lesson Plan 1

Training Objectives

- The student will learn about the different voice levels.
- The student will learn to moderate the volume of his voice to the different levels.
- The student will learn how to evaluate the behavior of others in order to identify when he may need to adjust his volume.

Materials

- Model Me Tips & Tricks DVD
- Model Me Tips & Tricks CD-Rom
- Home Instructions (Send to Parents)
- Model Me Tips & Tricks Student Workbook
- Voice Meter page 5

Introduction

Print for each student and go over the Voice Modulation storyboard photos which may be found on the photo CD-Rom accompanying the video. These will be referred to as the Model Me Rules.

- Model Me Rules for Voice Modulation:
  - Speak In Medium Voice
  - Not Too Loud
  - Not Too Soft

Transition

We are going to learn about distinguishing between differing voice levels.

Social Skills Activities

Video: Watch the Model Me Tips & Tricks video chapter Voice Modulation (with narration).

Review: Base a discussion of the video chapter on the questions below to ensure comprehension. You may need to pause and replay scenes when understanding is not complete.

Q: How could Jesse tell that he was talking too loudly?  
A: Charlie pulled back.

Q: What did Jesse do when Charlie pulled back?  
A: He realized that he was talking too loudly and lowered his voice.